Data Sheet

ACTICO Cloud Services

Create and deploy decision based applications with
ACTICO Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS).

Benefits

Cloud-based decision automation

yySecure cloud service, certified
ISO 27001.

ACTICO Cloud Services helps you capture, automate and manage rules-based business
decisions – all hosted and managed in a virtual private cloud. It removes the complexity
and cost associated with the running and upkeep of an in-house IT system. As a result,
there is no need to purchase and maintain servers, computer rooms, implement back-up
tasks or expensive data security systems. With ACTICO Cloud Services, this is all managed
for customers in a virtual private cloud.

yyReduce the running and upkeep
costs of an in-house IT system.
yyRapid software deployment and
delivery.
yyGreater security through
centralized data management,
automatic backup services and
secure web encryption.
yyOngoing support for software
and services provided.

ACTICO Cloud
System Infrastructure

With the help of ACTICO Cloud Services, organizations are able to instantly deploy newly
built rules, decisions and applications on their scalable ACTICO Cloud Services environments. Moreover, ACTICO Cloud Services provides integration capabilities regarding diverse
systems with the help of web services.
Robust disaster recovery and backup services ensure your information is protected against
the threat of unforeseen events and ready to restore to working order in the event of an
emergency. Accessing the ACTICO Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) or ACTICO Solutions (SaaS)
in the cloud allows organizations to benefit from a secure and accessible platform that
integrates with existing enterprise systems to support effective resource management.

Cloud System Infrastructure

ACTICO offers you strategic applications and a platform in an
infrastructure that has been set up and managed for you.
ACTICO Cloud Services are based on a highly reliable and
scalable architecture. This enables customers to maximize
uptime and allows for zero data loss. Customer production
data is replicated across three geolocations within a customer selected region. A geolocation is defined as a completely separate data-center location within a region.
Customers are separated from each other through distinct
and separated infrastructure. Providing for each customer’s
environment dedicated computing, network and storage
resources allowing scalability and elasticity.
All customers’ environments are part of their virtual private
cloud. These are isolated and secured with own subnets and
security groups. Traffic and requests are served to these
environments over a highly redundant and performant load
balancing facility. A VPN connectivity between the cloud and
on-premises environments enables enterprise connectivity,
data exchange and secure computing.
Data storage is performed by highly available and cost-effective databases and cloud storage. All cloud resources are
provided in a secure, automated way using state-of-the-art
tooling and automation: container technology and infrastructure as code (IaC) to increase operator productivity and
transparency.

Application & Operational Support

With ACTICO Cloud Services, all hosting, infrastructure and system management tasks are managed by ACTICO. This includes
activities around:

yy

Development and deployment of all patches, bug fixes
and minor and major software releases.

yy

Management and renewal of software licenses used
under ACTICO Cloud Services.

yy

Access to the ACTICO Cloud Service help desk.

yy

24 x 7 monitoring of availability and software uptime.

yy

Data recovery and backup services.

yy

High performance, reliability and availability with set
SLAs.

Targeted to financial institutions and companies that focus
on their core activities, ACTICO Cloud Services are a managed
production offering that combines licenses and services,
removing the need for organizational CAPEX planning and
approval. It is the preferred deployment solution for organizations seeking to mobilize their workforce operations and
resource capabilities through a secure, cloud-accessed
software service.
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